Ashford Arrival Map
2021-2022

Arrival Logistics
Report Time: 7:15

- Greeter at the Car
- Greeter at Door Entry
- Admin Hall Monitor

Greeting students at car & helping them safely exit:
- Gibson, Blanco, Reyes, Maclin

Monitoring the U-drive:
- Ortiz

Greeting students the cafeteria entrance & directing them where to go:
- Rashid

Greeting walkers instructing them to enter by the cafeteria entrance:
- Silva

Greets students at the U-drive for bus, vans, PALS students:
- Townsend
- Esther

- Shahana intakes & waits with PALS

Teachers clock in at 7:25 am & pick up students & kids are in seat learning at 7:30 am
Arrival Logistics:
Report Time: 7:15

Teachers dismissal duties are reflected in the duty assignments tab:
- Bus/Van
- Car rider
- Walkers

Dismissal prep starts at 2:45 & students with teachers are in designated dismissal location by 2:50-2:55 pm.
(Times are staggered & students are engaged in read aloud; vocab., math facts, etc.)

Students exit the building at 3:00 pm.